Retention & Detention Tanks

**COMPLY WITH COUNCIL REGULATIONS**

**WHAT ARE RETENTION - DETENTION TANKS?**

Retention and Detention tanks are often prescribed by councils and government bodies to control the release of water into the stormwater system.

All Polymaster above-ground rainwater tanks (Round or Slim) can be adapted to meet your retention or detention needs.

**WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?**

Urban drainage systems are under more and more pressure. Due to urbanisation, storm water systems handle more water as there’s more rain falling on roofs and paved areas instead of naturally draining into water ways and the water table.

By installing a Polymaster Retention or Detention tank in sub-divisions and urban areas, you can both protect the drainage system and comply with local council regulations.

**CONTROLLED RELEASE OUTLET**

Polymaster offer a wide range of specialised outlets for this purpose. See available options online polymaster.com.au

**AVAILABLE ON ALL POLYMASTER TANKS**

**DETENTION FUNCTION**

In the event of heavy rainfall the upper portion of tank temporarily contains the water surge. This process is known as stormwater detention and takes the pressure off municipal stormwater systems with this water being slowly released through a smaller outlet.

**OUTLET**

Controlled Release into stormwater system